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Because of the format of Women’s Ways of Knowing (WWOK), an outline will serve best as a 

guiding structure to this piece of literature. It was written in two parts, one focusing on the 

different ways of knowing, and having sections dedicated to each one, and the other part 

focusing on those ways of knowing in contexts that reappeared in many of the conversations and 

interviews with the subjects of their study.  

 

A great place of understanding with which to start reading this book is found in the second to last 

chapter of the book. French feminist writer Marguerite Duras says that “women have been in 

darkness for centuries…when women write, they translate this darkness. Men don’t translate. 

They begin from a theoretical platform that is already in place, already elaborated” (as cited in 

Belenky et al., 1986, p. 203).  

 

Part one concentrated on the theoretical aspects of the book and covered the following discourses 

broken down into seven sections under the heading “PART 1: THE WAYS OF KNOWING.” 

1. Silence 

a. Silent women were among “the youngest and the most socially, economically, 

and educationally deprived of all those we interviewed” (p. 23-24) 

b. The use of the metaphor of feeling “deaf and dumb” was prevalent in many 

interviews (p. 24) 

i. Words were weapons 

ii. They lived cut off from others 

c. They experienced disconnect and no sense of “we-ness” with others (p. 27) 

i. They do not speak of that which they have not experienced first hand 

d. Authorities are all powerful and must be obeyed to stay out of trouble 

e. E.g., explaining why one woman’s religion did not believe in abortion: they do 

not say why; they just say that they did not believe in them 

f. “Thinking for themselves violates their conceptions of what is proper for a 

woman” (p. 29-30) 

i. “The man barked and the woman jumped” (p. 30) 

ii. There is a place for women 

g. “The source of self-knowledge if lodged in others—not in the self” (p. 31) 

i. “they describe themselves in terms of their movement in and around 

geographic space” (p. 31) 

h. Each grew up in similar ways: 

i. Isolated 

ii. With a violent parent(s) 

iii. Little play/dialogue 

iv. School was a source of failure 

i. Belenky et al. described the production of silent women as “a failure of the 

community to receive all of those entrusted into its care” (p. 34) 

2. Received Knowledge: Listening to the Voices of Others 

a. Often the women are able to transition from silenced to receivers of knowledge 

i. When one woman became a mother, she reassessed herself as a knower 
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when she visited a children’s health center after the birth of her children: 

“the continually emphasized her competence, not theirs” (p. 36) 

1. “She began to think of herself as a learner for the first time” (p. 36) 

b. “Women who rely on received knowledge think of words as central to the 

knowing process. They learn by listening” (p. 36-37) 

i. However, things are right or wrong, black or white (Perry called this 

dualism) (p.37) 

ii. These women have low confidence in their ability to speak and convey 

their thoughts or communicate 

c. These women do not see that they unconsciously match their opinions to those of 

their friends and then decipher them as similarities 

d. In the words of Freire, these women are influenced heavily by the banking 

method of education: they look to authorities “for directions as well as for 

information” (p. 38) 

i. They don’t deal well with ambiguity 

e. Our theorists see this way of knowing as maladaptive and as a way that schools 

tend to either push them onto a new way of thinking or push them into dropping 

out 

f. Perry saw men viewing authorities as bestowers of knowledge, but the men 

aligned themselves with those authorities, seeing it as authority=we, as opposed to 

the women in this sample who had an authority=they view. 

g. “Being thrust into roles of responsibility for others helps erode the belief that 

they are dependent on “them” for “truth” (p. 47) 

h. “Everything I say about myself is what other people tell me I am” (p. 48) 

i. These women try hard to live up to expectations 

i. “When their social arrangements collapse… many women must look inward for 

self-truths, abandoning the notion that they can and should rely on others for 

knowledge” (p. 51) 

3. Subjective Knowledge: The Inner Voice 

a. Inez stated the definition of subjective knowers extremely well: 

“I can only know with my gut. I’ve got it tuned to a point where I think and feel 

all at the same time and I know what is right” (p. 53) 

b. “…from passivity to action, from self as static to self as becoming, from silence 

to a protesting inner voice and infallible gut” (p. 54) 

i. Something HAPPENS to these women and they begin to change 

ii. Sometimes they know what happened to change them and sometimes it 

just gradually occurs 

c. For many subjectivist women, they tell a story of failed male authority in their 

lives 

d. Common background of sexual harassment and abuse 

i. NOTE: “Abuse was not limited to any particular epistemological grouping 

of women in our study, nor was it limited to any specific class, ethnic, or 

age group; but the sense of outrage was most prominent among the 

subjectivists, who angrily recalled their past naiveté and silent 

submission” (p. 59) 

e. Firsthand experience is highly valued amongst subjectivist women 
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f. “Some told us that they were mystified that they could know something before 

others and had no idea where their own good ideas came from” (p. 68) 

g. “just knowing” (p. 68) 

h. Science, logic, analysis, abstraction belong to the world of men—this is “alien 

territory” (p. 71) 

i. There is a theme of anti-medical bias 

4. Subjective Knowledge: The Quest for Self 

a. “Passion for knowing the self” (p. 141) 

b. Newly acquired subjective ways of knowing led these women to believe “if 

firsthand experience was the route to knowing, then they were going to amass 

experiences” (p.76) 

c. Torn between conflicts of self and other 

i. Avoiding pressure to conform, leaving their husbands, going away to 

school 

ii. Yet, despite antagonistic feelings toward men, “women were still invested 

in connections to others” (p. 80) 

d. The image that these women held of themselves was changing so it became hard 

to even articulate or reflect upon their self-concept 

e. Very observational 

f. Listening (without sharing) is a common tactic 

g. “These women are ‘gaining a voice’ and a knowledge base from which they can 

investigate the world” (p. 86) 

5. Procedural Knowledge: The Voice of Reason 

a. “Excitement over the power of reason” (p. 141) 

b. “well practiced in the art of being students” (p. 87) 

c. most “once relied on a mixture of received and subjective knowledge” and now 

use reasoned reflection (p. 87-88) 

d. authorities who exert neither vicious nor absent qualities in their instruction may 

help develop the voice of reason: a way of looking at the world 

e. A curiosity to understand others 

f. Understanding of the difference between opinion and arguments 

i. Arguments require reason 

g. They second guess the first thoughts that come into their heads and sometimes do 

not speak at all, but it is a different kind of silence than the kind mentioned earlier 

h. Emphasis on procedure, skill, and technique 

i. “They are interested not just in what people think but in how people go about 

forming their opinions and feelings and ideas” and interested in where people are 

“coming from” (p. 97) 

6. Procedural Knowledge: Separate and Connected Knowing 

a. Separate: impersonal procedure for establishing truth 

i. “Most of the women who leaned heavily toward separate knowing were 

attending or had recently graduated from a traditional, elite, liberal arts 

college” (p. 103) 

ii. Many “violated conventional feminine stereotypes” (p. 103) 

iii. Literally have a procedure to “know”: 

1. One student said “‘You take a point of view, and then you address 
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the points of view that might most successfully challenge your 

point of view. You try to disqualify those.’ Using this procedure, 

she consistently received A’s on her papers and occasionally 

reached ‘common ground’ with her teachers”(p. 107) 

2. The doubting game 

iv. As Perry (1970) said, “the paradox is that, although attempting merely to 

conform to authorities’ standards, the student is developing the capacity 

for independent thought. A process that begins with mere ‘lip service’ and 

parroting ultimately leads to a real voice” (p. 108) 

v. In school, they simply use the separate knowing to get by 

vi. When they graduate, they are glad to feel capable of crafting a strong 

argument 

b. Connected: truth emerges through care 

i. Gain access to other people’s knowledge 

ii. The believing game rather than the doubting game (separate) 

iii. “…it’s easy for me to see a whole lot of different points of view on things 

and to understand why people think those things” (p. 113) 

iv. Knowledge is seen as others’ experiences (hearing what others have been 

through broadens one’s knowledge base) 

v. Connected knowers “see personality as adding to” understanding (p. 119) 

vi. It involves feeling AND thought 

c. “It seems likely that connected knowers can make the transition beyond purely 

procedural knowledge more smoothly than” separate knowers (p. 124) 

7. Constructed Knowledge: Integrating the Voices 

a. In moving to integrate and find one single voice, rather than two voices that feel 

combatant, women find that they “must ‘jump outside’ the frames’ and systems 

authorities provide and create their own frame. 

i. “you let the inside out and the outside in” (p. 135) 

b. They find that they need to re-contextualize their concepts of self in order to gain 

a voice 

i. “It helps you to understand your beliefs if you understand where they 

come from” (p. 137) 

c. These women realize that truth and knowledge are contextual (they are 

constructed) depending on the point in history and many other variables 

d. “Opening of the mind and the heart to embrace the world was characteristic only 

of the women at the position of constructed knowledge” (p. 141) 

e.  

Part two contained a contextual overview of many of the themes that arose in part one and was 

entitled “PART 2: DEVELOPMENT IN CONTEXT: FAMILIES AND SCHOOLS.” The following sections 

were discussions on the way women in each way of knowing depict and talk about certain topics.  

 

Family Life and the Politics of Talk 

In the first section, WWOK revisited silent womens’ conceptions of family and how they 

mentioned violence, inequality in their parents’ relationships, and stereotypic sex roles. Outsiders 

(counselors, doctors, friends) proved to have important roles and many women eventually 

realized a way of learning for learning’s sake, which would help them make sense of the way 
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they were raised.  

 

Additionally, subjective knowers often cultivated their own experiences by ignoring their parents 

and learning by doing. Many experienced rage and anger toward their parents because they were 

frustrated with the amount of power that their parents held over them. When parents finally show 

respect or encourage a daughter to live her own life, a sense of friendship is built.  

 

In terms of integrating voice and reason, they appreciated fathers who listened and mothers who 

had a voice. It is even easy to draw a connection between the type of home life and the type of 

knowing that can emerge. “The descriptions of volcanic activity, alcoholism, violence, and 

abandonment were markedly diminished in the stories of family life told by procedural and 

constructivist knowers…” (p. 180). In these families there were more commonly an exchange of 

ideas rather than authoritative roles. When mothers spoke to their daughters, it was often as a 

way of trying to enter their daughters’ worlds. They used gossip as a means of “inquiry rather 

than of authority” (Spacks as cited in WWOK, p. 186). Respect, receptiveness to ideas and 

experiences, and a trading of ideas/advice were descriptions that were used to exemplify the 

positive relationships between women and their mothers and fathers.  

 

Toward an Education for Women 

When examining how women know, it is important to examine it in terms of where they are 

gaining knowledge as well. For a growing number of women, college can be a pivotal time for 

self-concept and discovering one’s voice, so we need to keep in mind that higher education in 

our country is the realm of men: most institutions were designed and made popular by males. 

 

Two similar stories that introduced this section revolved around either the dissolution of a young 

woman’s trust in her ways of knowing or the solidifying of one’s mind and past experience as a 

way of knowing. These are two remarkably different experiences, and led the theorists to ask the 

question “what does a woman need to know?” (Adrienne Rich as cited in WWOK, p. 193). They 

came to the conclusion that many women that participated in this interview had not yet learned 

that they were capable of intelligent thought, and that perhaps men learn this before entering 

college. Either way, this faith in one’s intelligence is necessary and is largely missing from many 

women’s lives.  

 

Conforming to professor’s expectations led to good grades while personal attachment to the 

material was questionable. The most important learning experiences for many of the women 

were from outside of the classroom, with first-hand knowledge, which is oppositional to in-

classroom second-hand knowledge. In addition, within most classrooms, the “masculine world of 

objectiveness” is prided over the “feminine world of subjectiveness” in which testing is based on 

the banking method, not a method of constructing a shared knowledge/understanding.  

 

This chapter is best concluded with a quote from its second to last paragraph: “In ‘taking care’ of 

students we [may] rob them of responsibility… but surely there are other forms of taking care 

that make the ones we care for stronger rather than weaker. Taking care need not mean taking 

over” (p. 213).  

 

Connected Teaching 
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“Students are permitted to see the product of his [the teacher’s] thinking, but the process of 

gestation is hidden from view” (p. 215). While many teachers are striving to produce students 

that are thinking critically, the path to that critical thinking is largely obscured or left out of the 

classroom experience. Women might do better in classes if they are to see the process, to see that 

they, too, can produce work of a high quality through a similar process. “They need models of 

thinking as a human, imperfect, and attainable activity” (p. 217).  

 

A concept of teachers a midwives, who can draw out knowledge, may bring out latent 

knowledge and lead to a more connected (less impersonal) way of learning, knowing, and 

teaching. Dialogue is encouraged as a means of reframing roles of teacher and student not as 

static but as connected.  

 

“If we replace the separate with the connected model, we can spare women the ‘alienation’… 

their schooling currently confers upon them” (Jacobus as cited in WWOK, p. 228). This 

connected teaching might better help women toward “community, power, and integrity” and 

develop “women’s minds and spirits rather than… retarding, arresting, or even reversing their 

growth” (p. 228). 

 

The book ends with those thoughts. My biggest critique is that this book suggests a large and 

wholistic change for education of and for women, but does not suggest how to encourage and 

give way to the success of women in what is still a world that seems to favor masculine ways of 

thinking and knowing. This book was assembled almost thirty years ago and I imagine that if 

these same interviews were to take place, there would be many similar stories, ways of knowing, 

triumphs, failures, and hardships. My own feelings of validation and frustration were brought 

forth in this book, but while I have more of an awareness of a way to frame my style of knowing, 

I do not know how to make it work best for me at this particular point in my life. I have a very 

connected way of knowing that is still largely put down in the academy and not held as highly as 

separate and objective work. 

 

Some other suggestions for improvement can be better articulated in the form of questions. What 

suggestions do the authors have for female success in the workplace?  

What do women do with their (often newfound) self-concepts that separate them from previous 

lifestyle choices and structures (such as husbands, partners, families, and jobs)? 

 

I saw many strengths of this book. Some are exemplified by the feelings of validation I received 

as a woman, reading this almost thirty years after its original publishing and some are seen in its 

innate and intended challenge to the male-dominated voices of the time. This book was based on 

the interviews of women who had lived/were living lives positively effected by the feminist 

movement. I think that unfortunately some of that furor and steam was lost over the years, but 

this subject matter is still highly important as I do not believe much has really changed in the 

classroom. Outside of the classroom, I think many things are changing for women, but the 

objective over the subjective and the separate procedure are still favored (at least in my 

experience).  

 

 

In comparison/contrast to what I learned about the theory from assigned readings, this in-
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depth look at it really showed how intensely the interviews were coded. In class when we 

practiced coding a few of the interviews to see where the three different women might be placed 

on the hierarchy of WWOK, our practice was superficial, but in the book’s fluid ability to relate 

each stage to the other and even in the ability to re-introduce women into a new stage that they 

were entering would not have been seen as well without having read the entirety of the book.  

 

The biggest difference between reading about the theory and reading the actual context is that 

when you read about it, you start from an understanding of the key findings. When reading the 

book, you see all of the nuances that find ways of connecting back to implications for family life, 

education, and teaching. 

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 

 

1. If connected knowing is the type of knowing toward which women (and men) should 

aspire, how can connected knowers thrive in the academy and where might their “place” 

be? 

2. Because I feel as if there is a hierarchy of ways of knowing in the world, how can 

WWOK and those who study men’s ways of knowing work together to dismantle the 

male-dominated hierarchy present (specifically in American culture)?  

3. How can we teach connected knowers the ways of separatists and vice versa? 

 


